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The Vitali-Hahn-Saks and Nikodym Theorems are some of the most 
important and useful theorems in measure theory [8, 111.7.2, 111.7.4, IV.9.8; 
5, 1.3.1, 1.48, 1.4.101. There have been many generalizations of these results 
in various directions; for example, the values of the measures are assumed 
to be in a topological vector space or topological group [S, 4, 31 or the 
domains of the measures are assumed to be special types of algebras which 
are not necessarily a-algebras [lo]. In [lo], Schachermayer has made a 
detailed study of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks and Nikodym Boundedness 
theorems for scalar-valued measures defined on algebras (even Boolean 
algebras). In particular, Schachermayer has shown that the Vitali-Hahn- 
Saks (VHS) property for algebras implies the Nikodym Boundedness (NB) 
property for algebras [ 10, 2.51 and, moreover, has given a suflicient con- 
dition (Property (E) of [ 10, 4.21) for an algebra to satisfy the VHS 
property. Haydon [9] has considered a property called the Sequential 
Completeness Property (SCP) which is more general than Schachermayer’s 
property (E), has shown that the Grothendieck (G) property is valid for 
algebras satisfying SCP, and has stated that the VHS property holds for 
algebras which satisfy SCP [9, lB]. The methods of Haydon are non- 
trivial, using Rosenthal’s Lemma and Stone space methods, and yield only 
the Grothendieck property although Haydon states that the VHS property 
for algebras satisfying SCP can be obtained by using more care in the 
arguments. In this note, we show that the matrix methods employed in [ 1 ] 
(see also [2]) can be utilized to show that algebras of sets which satisfy 
SCP also satisfy the VHS property. It should be noted that these matrix 
methods are of a significantly simpler nature than the methods employed 
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by Haydon and we will also show that our methods treat the case of 
group-valued measures. 
We first define the types of algebras that are involved in our con- 
siderations. Let .d be an algebra of subsets of a set S. 
DEFINITION 1. .cl has the scqucwtial cwn~pl~~t~wess propert~~ (SCP) if each 
disjoint sequence (A,) from .RI’ has a subsequence (A,:) whose union is in 
.d 19, IA]. 
This property has also been studied by Constantinescu (for rings of sets) 
under the name quasi-a-ring [4]. Constantincscu has shown that the 
Nikodym Boundedness property holds for such algebras. 
Schachermaycr has considered a property very similar to SCP called 
property (E) [ 10, 4.21. 
DEFINITION 2. .d has property (E) if each disjoint sequence {A,; has a 
subsequence (A,;) with the property that the union of each subsequence of 
: A,,) belongs to .d. 
Schachermayer states that (E) is equivalent to SCP (the remark follow- 
ing 4.2) but this is certainly not clear although clearly (E) implies SCP. In 
4.3 of [lo], Schachermayer shows that (E) implies VHS. 
DEFINII ION 3. .d has the VHS property if every sequence of bounded, 
finitely additive real-valued set functions {p,} defined on .a/ which is such 
that hm, p,(A) exists for each A E .d is uniformly exhaustive. 
Recall a set function 11 from .d into a topological group G is said to be 
c.ulraus~icr or .rrrong!,~ hounded if lim, p( A,) = 0 for each disjoint sequence 
I A,) from .d. A bounded. finitely additive, scalar-valued set function is 
always exhaustive. A family of set functions p,: .d + G is umfi?rm!,* 
exrhaustiw if lim, I(,( A,) = 0 uniformly in t for each disjoint sequence {A,) 
from .d. 
The VHS property isolated in Definition 3 closely resembles the con- 
clusion of the Nikodym Convergence theorem [S, 111.7.43 and could also 
be referred to as the Nikodym Convergence property. 
We now use the matrix methods employed in [I ] to show that SCP 
implies the VHS property. Actually our matrix methods show that SCP 
implies the analogue of the VHS property for group-valued set functions. 
We lirst require a strengthened form of Drewnowski’s Lemma [ 1, 
Lemma 6; 61 which is valid for algebras satisfying SCP. Throughout the 
remainder of the paper, we let G be a normed topological group whose 
topology is generated by the quasi-norm 1 (. (That is, 1.x + ~‘1 < 1x1 + ]!‘I, 
I --sJ = 1.~1 and 101 = 0 and the topology of G is generated by the tran- 
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slation invariant semi-metric d(x, y) = lx - yl. The topology of any 
topological group is always generated by a family of such quasi-norms.) 
We now give our version of Drewnowski’s Lemma [6]. Our proof is 
modelled on the construction by Drewnowski on page 728 of [6]. 
LEMMA 4. Let JZ! satisfy SCP and let pi: d + G be finitely additive and 
exhaustive. Zf {Aj} 1s a disjoint sequence from d, then there is a disjoint 
sequence iAk,) diA.j) such that A = IJ ;“= , A,, E d and each pi is countably 
additive on the algebra (with SCP) d(A) = {Bn A: BE&?). 
Proof: Let ,& be the submeasure majorant of ,u~ defined on the power 
set Yof S byfii(E)=sup{lpi(A)l: AcE, AC&}. (Note that pi(E)<03 [7, 
4.111.) Each pi is exhaustive so that u] =C,“=, min(1, ,iii)/2’ is also 
exhaustive. By Drewnowski’s Lemma [6], there is a subsequence ( Ak,) of 
(Ak} such that ye is order continuous on the a-algebra, C, generated by 
{Ak,), and by SCP, we may also assume that A = U;“= 1 Ak,e s!‘. (A set 
function q is order continuous on C if whenever (E, $ is a sequence from Z 
which decreases to the empty set, then q(E,) -+ 0.) Since each fi, is 
absolutely continuous with respect to q, each fi, is also order continuous on 
C. This implies that 11, is countably additive on d(A). 
We now show that SCP implies the VHS property for group-valued set 
functions. 
THEOREM 5. Let .zzl satisfy SCP. [f pi: JXZ + G is a sequence of finitely 
additive, exhaustive set functions such that lim, pj(A) = p(A) exists for each 
Ae&‘, then {pii is uniformly exhaustive. 
Proof: Let (A,} be a disjoint sequence from d. Consider the matrix 
M= [p;(A,)]. We show the matrix M satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of 
Theorem 1 of [l]. By hypothesis, limi ~~(-4,) =p(A,) exists for each j so 
condition (1) holds. If { mi} is an increasing sequence of positive integers, 
let {A,,} be the subsequence of {Am,} given by Lemma 4 and put A = 
UT=“=, A,,,. Then by the countable additivity of the ,uj on &(A), we have 
lim, pi(A) = limi CT= I ,u;(A,+) = p(A) and condition (2) is satisfied. Hence, 
by Theorem 1 of [ 11, lim, p;(A,) = 0 uniformly in i, and the {,u;} are 
uniformly exhaustive. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 5 that SCP implies the VHS 
property. 
The algebra &’ has the Nikodym Boundedness property, NB, if every 
family A4 of bounded, finitely additive, real-valued set functions defined on 
d which is such that {p(A): p E M} is bounded for each A E d has the 
property that {p(A): p E M, A E -QI} is bounded [9,2.4]. Schachermayer 
shows that VHS implies NB [lo, 2.51 so it follows from Theorem 5 that 
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algebras with SCP also have the NB property. This Fact was also 
established by Constantinescu [4, I .7]. 
In conclusion, it is worthwhile noting that the matrix methods employed 
above in Theorem 5 are much simpler than the methods of Haydon and 
actually yield the stronger conclusion that SCP implies the VHS property 
even for groups. 
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